Monocular diplopia caused by ocular aberrations and hyperopic defocus.
As a single aperture, approximately monofocal optical system, the human eye generally creates a single image on the retina. However, the literature contains many reports of perceptual monocular diplopia. While it is easy to understand how distortion may produce monocular diplopia, its reported high incidence in normal eyes is less easily understood. We examine a model which ascribes monocular diplopia to an interaction between defocus and ocular spherical aberration. Using a psychophysical hyperacuity-based alignment procedure we measured the transverse aberration function in 0.5 mm steps horizontally across the pupil in the eyes of three cyclopleged subjects. Ocular transverse aberration functions were derived with best refraction and with simulated myopia and hyperopia. Monocular diplopia was also measured under the same conditions. All three subjects showed significant, but different, degrees of positive spherical aberration. The measured ocular transverse aberration functions were predictably modified by the hyperopic and myopic defocus. Hyperopic defocus combined with positive (myopic) spherical aberration changes a monotonic transverse aberration function with a single inflection point into a biphasic function with two inflection points. The locations of the inflections predict the presence and magnitude of the perceived diplopia. These experimental results confirm Verhoeff's (1900) hypothesis for the ocular cause of monocular diplopia.